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The Discovery of NEW Golobe and Its Amazing Healing System Abstract Here, one 

reported a discovery of new golobe or a novel kind of zingiberaceae fruit in a forest of 

Layeni village located in Teon-Nila-Serua (TNS) district of Seram island, Maluku 

province, Indonesia in the late afternoon on 25th February 2019.  



 

The new golobe is very different from the four (4) formal types of golobe fruits studied 

before. After intense prompt investigations, the new golobe was named as Elim alliacea 

based on the taller tree and fruit hard skin structures as well as its unique taste. 

Furthermore, the healing system of the golobe was identified to be very excellence in 

handling toxic instantly.  

 

This discovery suggests a prominent potential of this fruit as multitasking healing herbal 

medicine for future complicated deceases on earth. Keywords: Discovery, New Golobe, 

Layeni village, West Seram. L e t t er s The sciences of natural products [1] are 

distinguished from human synthesis products due to its self-growing systems from cell 

to cell, or from DNA to RNA until the scale of molecular system up to bulk physics, and 

so forth.  

 

Furthermore, all the consistency contents of the natural products quality are stable in 

their original natural environment on earth and its beyond. Currently, the 

pharmaceutical industry in producing herbal medicine products has spent of over US$ 

60 billion worldwide [2]. This means that many people in the world have realized to 

leave healthy by hindering unpredictable side effects of chemical synthesis drugs.  

 

As the world is getting small due to the advancement of human engineering 

technology, many new inventions of natural products in an unexplored area, for 

example the new potato in Peru [3]. Moreover, by improving the understanding of the 

natural science in herbal medicines through both theoretical physics works [4-5], and an 

integrated experimental researches involving a variety spectroscopy measurement of 

nanostructure and size interactions, one could find out many unique behaviors and 

physical properties of such various structures and size of nanomaterials [6-9].  

 

This idea had been proved by many different interdisciplinary scientists, for instance like 

the ones written by B. Alberts [10] of the breakthrough in 2011 about the application of 

HIV/ AIDS vaccines to thousands of volunteers and the Itokawa, Japan scientists mission 

to the space to get the sample of the asteroid.  

 

In present letter, we report a discovery of new golobe (zingiberaceae fruit) in a small 

village of Layeni, Teon-Nila-Serua (TNS) district located in the largest island of Seram in 

Maluku province, Indonesia. Such golobe fruit called according to local people as 

galobe santan has a very different skin structure and taste from their former 4 types 

well-known fruits.  

 

Furthermore, the new golobe has been initially identified to strongly handle the toxic 



very well as reported in this work. 0 6 7 The Discovery of NEW Golobe and Its Amazing 

Healing System Figure 1. New golobe in her natural habitat of TNS district, Layeni 

village, West Seram, Malulu province, Indonesia.  

 

In fact based on the search in the whole North Maluku and Maluku provinces consisted 

of 1340 islands mostly the small pretty islands with 5 big islands, there were at least 4 

types of golobe : (1). Halmahera susu golobe (Hornstedtia alliacea) [11], (2). Halmahera 

golobe or Ambon golobe (Zingiberaceae alliacea), (3). Halmahera rambutan golobe 

(Amomum sp.), and (4). Ambon halia golobe/ Halmahera kelereng golobe (Etlinger alba 

(Blume) A.D. Poulsen) [12-16].  

 

The natural environments of all such interesting fruits are in general in the areas of high 

moisture forests. Recently, these all types of golobe trees are very rare to find even in its 

original areas where they used to grow. Figure 1 shows for the first time when one 

unpredictable discovered the new golobe with the help of the local people to obtain it 

in his forest on 25th February 2019. The fruits were wildly grown among many different 

trees such as Calamus rotang, and coconuts, and many different types of bushes.  

 

Figure 2 depicts a proposed new name of the new golobe as Elim alliacea after the 

location of the invented golobe trees were cleaned, and all the parts of the tree were 

promptly investigated, and identified, respectively. Figure 2. The nature of new golobe 

and her first discovery on 25th February 2019 with her suggested name as Elim alliacea. 

In Fig.  

 

3, it is shown the physical comparison of the whole goloba fruits in order to simply see 

the obvious differences. While the physical fruit structures of Elim alliacea was identified 

from its outer skin to the inner of its seed. Figure 3. The inner beauty of Elim alliacea 

with a bit bitter taste inside its seed of the fruit.  

 

0 6 8 The Discovery of NEW Golobe and Its Amazing Healing System Figure 4 shows 

briefly how the herbal medicine was prepared starting from breaking the hard outer skin 

of Elim alliacea with a mechanical tool as depicted in the figure. This type of hard skin is 

absolutely different from another 4 types golobe with soft outer various skins as shown 

in Fig. 3.  

 

The inside of fruit contains many small seeds with the total seeds weight of 1 fruit is 

about 0.72 to 0.74 gram. The taste of this new fruit was also a bit bitter differed from the 

former 4 types with sweet and sour tastes. In order to make the medicine, these all 

seeds were grilled and dried.  

 



To test the herbal medicine functions as ever conducted before using the former four 

types as chemotherapy herbal medicine [15], and HIV virus killer [13], one used 0.48 g of 

toxic (betadine) diluted in 40 mL of pure drinking water as depicted inside Fig. 4, and 

then the same amount of medicine was inserted to the liquid. The result of the medicine 

was so instant to penetrate the toxic as the color of toxic changed from brown to be 

white.  

 

Such indication implies that the medicine has certain active substances to absorb the 

toxic. Further deep study is needed to find out its originality. Figure 4. The amazing 

healing system of herbal Elim alliacea medicine in handling toxic with the concentration 

of toxic (betadine) is 0.48 g the same as the content of the medicine in solvent of 

drinking water (H2O).  

 

In summary, we have invented a new type of zingiberaceae/ golobe fruit named as Elim 

alliacea. The physical tree and the outer skin of the fruit are in contrast to the former 4 

types of golobe. The Elim alliacea is much taller than the former 4 types of golobe. 

Moreover, the outer skin was much harder, and the seeds taste was a bit bitter. The 

herbal medicine based on Elim alliacea could handle toxic instantly.  

 

In addition, we suggest amazing multitasking healing system with further works for a 
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